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Season 2, Episode 14
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calaMity



When one of the Inner Circle goes missing, Reeva intensifies security in their compound, but realizes that her plans may have already been exposed. Furious and paranoid, Reeva resorts to violence. Caitlin and Reed consider using the serum to restrict Lauren's use of her powers, hoping it will help her as she wrestles with nightmares about the Inner Circle and her ancestors. And it's the battle of two extreme ideologies when the Morlocks and the Purifiers come face-to-face in battle.
Quest roles:
Hayley Lovitt(Sage), Sofia Pavone(Mara), Tom O'Keefe(Officer Wilson), Michael Luwoye(Erg), Peter Gallagher(Benedict Ryan), Chase Anderson(Young Purifier), Morgan Brown(Grizzled Purifier), Greg Weeks(Frank), Carsten Norgaard(Andreas Von Strucker), Tyshon Freeman(Tico), Chelle Ramos(Heather), Eric Benson(Chris), Amber Erwin(Production Assistant), Gabriella Garcia(Gabby), Casey Hendershot(Air Blast Morlock), Curtis Lyons(Strong Morlock), Tang Nguyen(Chip), Rebecca Ray(Iris), Fedor Steer(Membrain), Mark Weinhandl(Cop), Diana Chiritescu(Worried Morlock), Jordan Cox(Mason), Christopher Padilla(Purifier #1)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
12 February 2019, 21:00
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